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the discipline of the ship as well as any hard-bitten sea
captain could I remember his stern reproof and piteous
appeal to one of the other guests, a careless fellow, who
after sharpening his indelible pencil, and letting the
fragments lie about the clean tarn deck, had begun to
slop, grinding the dust from the pencil into blue smears
Thats not the way to sharpen pencils and that's not
the way to skip, he said, and then and there he showed
the offender how both ought to be done
But his plaintiveness had always a piquant note, and
he knew that it amused as well as reproved his friend
The man who wrote "The Card" had a sense of humour
both strong and delicate
When next we met he reproved me in a prim and
plaintive little lecture in staccato sentences shaking my
hand at the end of each sentence and finishing up with
a jolly laugh for Arnold could laugh The lecture was
on the dllatonness of theatncal people in general and
on one, Lilian, in particular it d\\elt upon the insuf-
ficient consideration bestowed by them on playwrights
generally and on A B especially, and ended with the
plaint I am always being treated in this way by people
connected with the theatre I do not know why it
is, but it is so "
A few weeks later "Judith" came I began reading
it with eagerness, but finished it with disappointment
Bennett's treatment of the Judith story seemed to me
and still seems, superb The tent scene in which
Judith pursues by wiles and achieves by courage the
destruction of Holofernes, the enemy of her people, is
charged with tense drama But Bennett had not been
content to let the Apocrypha story alone He wove
into it another, a romance Brought in love to soften
the terrible asperities of hate, and failed to bring the
two motives into dramatic harmony Though I felt
sure my judgment was right, I stood too much in awe
of Bennett to tell him what I thought Instead, I
devoted all my energy to getting a fine cast together—

